Siskin or a speculative study on the possibility of a language of plants 1
Anna Dot

Introductory note
Some translation scholars use academia as a vehicle to link a personal problem with a type of facts:
separations. Scientific language is a disguise for novels about love. After this revelation that could cost me
my job, please, let me make a comment in the form of an anecdote as an introduction to this academic study
on the translation of plants, and please forgive me for the possible lack of relevance of these words in this
context of formality and distance in which we find ourselves.
I must confess that, like any investigation, what I present here also comes from my personal history. In fact,
it comes from a bad relationship with indoor plants, which ended up denoting the imminent separation of a
marriage. Married as it seemed we were,
we bought plants and they died, not because of a lack of water or light, but because of a lack of care. The
same thing happened with our marriage.
Now I remember that while our plants died, he had always wanted to have a Spanish greyhound and I had
been worried about the two siskins that for years had tried to build a nest around the electric cables on our
street but did not succeed. I sometimes wondered whether we could adopt them and give them a home, or a
cage… call it what you will.
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This science-fiction article was written as a response to the petition of performing an action on the figure of Olga Sacharoff that Eduard
Escoffet asked of Anna Dot at the end of 2017. It was presented in public in the auditorium of the Picasso Museum in Barcelona on
January 11 2018, in the session of artistic actions Constel.lació Cravan:
Mina Loy, Olga Sacharoff, Otho Lloyd, Francis Picabia, organized by Escoffet and in which
Laia Estruch, Laura Llaneli, Clàudia Pagès and Maria Sevilla also participated.

On a recent trip to Tallin, Estonia, I go into an old bookshop and I found a book written in Russian:

It costs 3€. I don’t understand Russian but it has lovely photos of indoor plants just like the ones that died at
our place.

Now we live apart, and I´m getting my own home together. I’m thinking of filling it with the most fragile plants
that I can find, those that die most easily, this way I will have to learn to look after them as they will need
attention. What’s more, the book not only explains the characteristics of each plant, but also gives good
ideas on how to place them in your house.

In the end, I returned from Tallin with the book. The first day back at the laboratory where I work I began a
small experiment consisting of the following steps: open the Google Translate application on my mobile, set
it to translate from Russian to English, choose the option of using the camera to collect data, and then focus
it on the pages of the book.

First cubist results from the automatic translation of plants from Russian into English
Context
In 1916 Olga Sacharoff arrived in Barcelona with her partner Otho Lloyd. It is said that they had always lived
quite separate lives but the most important separation occurred in 1929. It is also said that what caused
Sacharoff’s five years of depression and silence, although it could be that perhaps the artist just felt a great
need for silence and to disappear from public life for a while. Who knows? A lot is said about people in
general, especially once they are dead, and even more is said of those women who are the ‘wives of’,
‘mothers of’, ‘sisters of’, ‘neighbours of’, ‘friends of’, ‘lovers of’, ‘muses of’, ‘guests of’, ‘students of’…
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But as the song says, Olga was the artist. And this is also a topic of conversation. Born in Georgia, she was
said to be the person who introduced cubism to Barcelona. I guess that this, therefore, is why the city
dedicated a park to her, hidden in the surroundings of Diagonal Avenue, in which we find various works of
sculpture: white cubes.
Is it possible to take a cubist approach that does not deal in falseness? Lars Bang Larsen asked himself
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something like this, when speaking of other things . From now on, in our studio, the adjective ‘cubist’ will be
used to refer to all that which comes out of a reflection on falseness.
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LAS ODIO (2017). Indiespañol. Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Bja0oCIKt4o&list=RDBja0oCIKt4o&t=5

Bang Larsen, Lars (2013). “The Society Without Qualities”. E-flux Journal #47, September 2013. Link:
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/47/60058/the-society-without-qualities/
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Sacharoff, Olga (1920). Matrimoni (Marriage)

In the exhibition Arthur Cravan. Maintenant? (Now?), which the Picasso Museum dedicates to the figure of
Arthur Cravan, we find two works by the cubist artist: a portrait of Cravan with a Siamese cat lying across his
legs that is dated from 1913, and the painting “Matrimoni” from 1920. In this last piece, a man and a woman,
who might be a couple, are shown. She wears white, has her hands crossed and with the right hand holds a
bouquet of violets and roses which speak of her.

He is smoking a cigar and wearing a tuxedo. A dog rests its snout on one of his legs. It could be a hunting
hound. In a cage behind her there are two yellow and grey birds. There are also two indoor plants.
Ah, needles, what are you trying to tell us?

The non-human beings
The cat, the caged birds, the dog, the plants. Some historians have noted that the influence of Henri
Rousseau and his pictorial representation of plants and animals is noteworthy in the work of Sacharoff. If
this is indeed so, I would like to believe that the presence of those elements in his mentioned works is not
gratuitous, but symbolic.
I am not familiar with the world of botany but in the last few weeks been working with a machine translation
algorithm that accidentally identified certain expressions of a linguistic nature, in plants that appear in a
Russian manual on the characteristics and care of indoor plants. For political reasons that have their origin
in the Cold War years, mechanisms of automatic translation that are able to offer the highest quality are
those that translate from Russian into English. For this reason, my investigation team has been working with
these two languages.
It seems that the plant samples with a Russian origin that are used in our experiments have a desire to
express themselves. Timothy Morton explains that some philosophers, such as Arthur Schopenhauer,
maintained that plants do not have the will to be what they are, rather that they have the form that they have
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and that they act as they do because of the environment in which they find themselves . Morton responds,
basing himself on Jaques Lacan, that in fact we don’t know whether plants want to have the form they have
or not. In my research team, optimism and good faith regin and we think that, in the same way that they
could lie the plants could also tell the truth, in these times of post-truth.
For example, worried about the meaning of the two caged birds that appear in Sacharoff’s painting
“Matrimoni”, it seemed pertinent to bring along the two canaries that belong to the great aunt of a colleague
from the laboratory. That way I could give them the opportunity to express themselves. The thing is that the
two birds in Sacharoff’s painting were not canaries. According to this plant they were siskins.

Morton, Timothy (2013). “What Vegetables Are Saying About Themselves”. At the symposium The Secret Life of Plants,
Princeton University, 3rd of May 2013. Link:
https://archive.org/details/WhatVegetablesAreSayingAboutThemselves
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Siskins are yellow and grey coloured birds that only pass through the Iberian Peninsula to winter. They are
also commonly known in Catalan as:
lluonet, gavatxet, llogueret, joqueret, liberal, lloveret, lluidet,
niueret, llaniset, nic, niquet, nyic, nyiquet, tiro, tiroret, franceset, “mentiró” (lier), or “mentironet” (sweet
lier).

Conclusions
Given these conditions and with these reflections in mind, we have paid particular attention to the two types
of indoor plants that appear in the painting “Matrimoni” by Sacharoff. We have dedicated special attention
to improving the algorithm used to analyse them and we have obtained the following message:
NEEDLES LEAGUE AND TO THE NILE AND NILE MM HER CHILD THE L.A. TO THE NILE TO THE NILE
LEAGUES HEDGEHOG THE LEAGUE OF THE WILLOWS THREAD SOUTH FEET
AH AND HER
Currently this message is indecipherable.
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